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From its foundation until the late 1940s, the Communist Party 
of Great Britain set itself a very clear political task - to 
lead the British working class. Its justification was that 
the working class required the abolition of capitalism for 
its emancipation, and only the Communist Party was able and 
willing to lead the working class in undertaking this. 

l'he CP recognised that it might have to bide its time before 
a seizure of power was practicable, mainly, it believed, 
because the working class .' consciousness was not yet revol
utionary. But its task was still to lead the working class: 
only by leading the working class in the immediate, partial 
day-to-day class struggle could the CP hope to show that the 
abolition of capitalism was the real solution to their griev
ances. It was through such struggle that the proletariat 



would learn; and without the Communist Party to point out 
the lessons of the struggle, the proletariat would draw only 
partial and superficial conclusions from its experience. 

By the mid-1930s, the Communist Party was compelled to ack
nowledge that the Labour Party had gained the allegiance of 
the working class. This state of affairs, however, was viewed 
by the CP as purely temporary. It was due partly to the 
Communist Party's own shortcomings- namely in failing to 
pay enough attention to the day-to-day mass struggles of the 
working class and in not putting its own political line 
firmly enough to the fore. The Labour Party's position was 
also due to the objective situation which required the work
ing class not to prepare for a seizure of power, but instead 
to defend democracy and the rights it had already won under 
capitalism. 

Nevertheless the CP maintained that even in such a non
revolutionary situation it was necessary for the Communist 
Party to lead the working class. It recognised that events 
might require the proletariat to take the offensive at some 
time in the future, and that in any case the CP's leadership 
was necessary if the working class was to draw the correct 
lessons from united front activity. Against the cPts content~ 
ion that a united front was incomplete without itse~f, 
Ernest Bevin and Herbert Morrison insisted that the united 
front of the Labour Party and trade unions was all that was 
necessary to defend democracy. Bevin and Morrison were both 
logically and physically correct. The CP' s claim to a -place 
in united front activity rested on its politics, and its 
belief that its politics must be at the head of the proletar
iat if class struggle was to be won. 

With the overwhelming Labour victory in 1945, the Communist 
Party was bound to take account of the evident permanence of 
Labour's success in leading the working class, and its own 
failure. The CP did so by slightly revising its view of 
its role in the working class. Hitherto the assumption had 
been that CP leadership of the class struggle would cause 
workers to draw Communist conclusions from their experiences 
and withdraw their support from Labour. Now, the Party's view 
was that it, the Communist Party, was necessary in order to 
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lead the Left of the Labour Party to abolish c~pitalism: The 
t 'll lacked the vital understand~ng and w~ll to Labour Party s 1 . · 1 · L ft Labour was open to Commun~st 1nf uence. do th~s. But e h 

· ld cooperate with the Labour Party because t e 
Commun~sts cou , h d h 

· 't f the Labour Party s members also a t e vast maJor~ Y o 1 
k . 1 ss' best interests at heart, and cou d prove as wor ~ng c a . 'f 

t · furthering those interests as Commun~sts, ~ constan ~n 

they were led by Communists. 

The h ened international class conflict taking place in 
s arp , · · · h d t the 1950s did not affect the CPGB s pos~t~on w~t r7g~r o 

the Labour Left, though it did become a.v~gorous cr~t~c of 
the 'rightwing' policies of Bevin, M~rr~son a~d Attl7e. 
The belief in the possibility of soc~al~sm be~ng ach~eved 
through Communist influence on the ~abour Left, th7 trade 
unions and a popular 'anti-monopoly all-class all~ance was 
not laid aside, but further developed. 

By the 1950s a loss of political direction in the Communist 
Party was evident. The Communist Party's involvement in trade 
unions was confined to maintaining its strength on the shop
floor and functioning as a campaign organisation for the 
election of its members to trade union office. While the 
more adventurous and enquiring young workers continued to 
join the CP (as they had done in the 1930s and the war),. 
most of them soon drifted out again. After 1956, even th~s 
pattern was broken. By the 1960s, the Labour Party Y~ung Soc
ialists and the Trotskyist groups were at least as l1kely as 
the CP to be the agents of working clas~ youth'~ comin~ of 
age. In addition, the CP's old membersh~p left ~n cons~der
able numbers, and those who remained became dormant. 

But the Communist Party did not die. Apparently locked in
extricably in a slow decline, the upsurge in idealism in the 
late 1960s gave the Party a new lease of life. Like 7he 
Trotskyist groups and the Labour Party, the CP benef~ted 
from the politicisation of a generation of stud7nts and ~ 
shift in cultural fashion towards Marxism. Its 1ncrease 1n 
membership since the late 1960s has been mainly students and 
post-student intellectuals. 

Most of this new membership did not arrive in the CPGB imm-
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ediately. The CPGB's activity was too orthodox and unadvent~ 
urous to appeal to students who had experienced the Vietnam 
Solidarity Campaign, the LSE and May 1968. However, with the 
fading . of such 'revolutionary' movements as the Situationists 
and the acquisition by some activists of some political 
common ' sense (or conservatism), growing numbers of these now 
ex-students joined the CPGB. They found the existing student 
members rather more sober and 'old fashioned' in politics 
than they were used to. 

With the beginning of the 1970s, leftwing students began 
joining the CPGB as a matter of course. Labour politics were 
at their lowest ebb on the campuses, and CPGB membership 
made sense to an up-and-comlling student politician. In the 
lat 1960s Trotskyist organisations had built up their memb
erships out of the student revolt. In the early 1970s the 
ex-student Trots were sent .out to the factories to build the 
mass 'base. Back in the colleges, the Trots' relative indiff
erence gave the CPGB Young Bloods a real opportunity to dom
inate student politics. In many colleges the CP was success
ful 1n attracting continuing numbers of new students. 

REASONS FOR THE DECLINE 

In the late 1940s the CP's tacit admission that the Labour 
Party ha.d come to occupy a permanent place at the centre of 
working class political life seemed an admission of defeat 
to CP members. They had joined the Communist Party because 
they believed that the Labour Party was incapable of polit
ical.action which could bring revolution,or even significantly 
further the working class interest. They had spent all their 
political life inside the CP arguing this proposition, and 
acting on the assumption that it was true. For them, the re
vision implicit in 1945 and amply confirmed . in the first 
British Road to Socialism looked like a climb-down for no 
political reason . . The British Road argued that the Labour 
Party and its members were for the most part sincere social
ists who would not baulk at trying for the abolition of cap
italism. Yet these same members of this same Labour Party 
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were no different than they had been in 1934 or 1939. The 

h
. · h' h had changed it seemed to CP members, was 

only t 1ng w 1c ' . 1 · · lf It had reJ·ected its comm1tment to revo ut1on 
the CP 1tse · . . 
and the dictatorship of the proletar1at for pragmat1sm. 

These feelings, present in varying deg~ees throughou: :he 
CPGB, were a major Gause of the Pa:ty s.loss of pol+t1cal 

d . t'on The substitution of work1ng w1th the Labour . 1rec 1 . . . . 
P t and a popular anti-monopoly all1ance for the se1zure 
ar y . . 1 . t 

of power and the dictatorsh1~ of the pro et~r1at was no 
accepted. It was acquiesced.1n, but not b~l1e;ed, by Party 
members, who saw the 'new l1ne' as an abd1~at1o~ of Commun
ist leadership. Those old mern ers who rema1ned 1n t he Party, 
in an attempt to hold on to a little of their former comm
itment, no longer worked for its politic~l line. They 
went to Daily Worker bazaars, but they d1d not argue the 
Party line on the shopfloor or elsewhere. 

HOW THE DECLINE WAS HALTED 

For the new Communists of the 1970s it was not a sell-out 
to accept that the Labour Party could represent the worki~g 
class. For them working with the Labour Party was not a s1gn 
of lack of revolutionary intent. Even if this new Party 
line was in fact a slight revision of policies thirty years 

Previously the change seemed very slight to the new student 
> • b p I recruits. After all they had grown up w1th the La our arty s 

preeminence: it was a fact of life, part of t~e .normal surr
oundings. It was no great betrayal for the B~t~sh Road to 
assume what they had always assumed anyway. 

The crucial feature of the CP and the British Road for this 
new generation was the claim to lead the Labour Party, it~ 
members and the whole of the working class in class struggle, 
because only through such Communist leadership coul d social
ism and popular emancipation be achieved. For t he new.mem
bers, the British Road did not prevent the CP from be1ng 
the party of revolution. There was no contradiction for them 
between working with the Labour Left and Communism. Consequ-
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ently they entered the CP in good faith with their revol
utionary vision intact. 

It must be assumed that these new members were no political 
agnostic~. While.a.young care7rist may join the Labour Party 
and rema~n a pol~t~cal agnost~c, the CP continues to require 
greater commitment. It is not out of desire to further one's 
career that anyone joins the CP , but out of desire to fur
ther one's politics. While ~f what precisely those politics 
consist may be unclear to the new member, the fact that 
they amount to a belief in the total transformation of soc
iety and the abolition of capitalism is clear. 

It must also be assumed that CP members believe that the 
best way to achieve their aims is membership of the CP, or 
else they would not have joined. It may, of course, now be 
the case that many a youthful idealist of 1968, 1972 or 1974 
has become disillusioned with the Party but remains within 
it. Like many others who have lost -their ideals, such mem
bers find it easier to acquiesce in their past behaviour 
than to undergo the humiliation of an open disavowal of their 
earlier folly. Such worldly adults may have many intricate 
rationalisations for their continued adherence to the CP 
but these may be taken as nothing more than the smoke- ' 
screen protecting the earlier substantial ideal from too 
close scrutiny: Once.that original intention and reasoning 
have .been exam~ned, ~f they are found lacking then the came 
ouflage quickly vanishes. 

IS THE CPGB STILL COMMUNIST ? 

What justification, . then, is there for the view that the 
~mmnunist Par.ty is necessary if capitalism is to be abol
~shed, that the CP must .lead the Labour Left and .LP members 
who are themselves incapable of leading ah all-out struggle? 
Formally, the CP a&ks to be accepted on the basis of its 
programme - The British Road to SoaiaZism. Unique among 
W~stern CPs,.the CPGB has had the BRS in one form or another 
s~nce 1951: ~t ?as.g~ne throu~h five editions to the present 
day., each .one s~?n~f~cantly d~fferent from the preceding 
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one . Taken together, they represent a ~mooth, if.Q~aque, 
trans~t~on from an ambiguously revolut~onary pos~t~on to a 

covertly reformist one. 

Even so, the programme remains utopian- in the sense that 
there is a radical discontinuity between the programme's 

· t;ons and the place of the CP in British society -
prescr~p ... . . · · d · · 

h h Ut Indeed . succeed~ng ed~t~ons have ga~ne ~n uto.p-
t roug o · • . · h f' ianism: where they were revolut~onary, as at least t e ~rst 
arguably was, it could be assumed that the measures pre
scribed could come about by the shee: force of the revolut-
. and possio1y' (as was hinted at ~n the 1951 BRS) by 
~on, - . 
proletarian dictatorial means. Where they are re~orm~st, 
they should logically take into

1
account democrat~c 1 ~on~traints - something the later BRS s have never actua y one. 

The BRS (1977) economic programme has been d:scribed in 
Problems of Communism no. 10 (.Spring 1978): ~t was concluded 
there that the purely economic}industrial measures advocated 
were 'revolutionary• in the sense that only a government 
prepared to monopolise state p~w:r could push them through, 
while the reformism of the pol~t~cal measures meant that 
this 'pushing' was not provided for. 

It was further argued that the economic programme was sub
stantially the same as in previous editions of the BRS, and 
that the major changes were (a) in the insistence 7hat the 
CP's participation in a left government was.essent~al f~r 
the democratisation of society; (b) in the ~mportance g~ven 
to the role of the women's liberation movement; (c) in the 
inclusion of a comparatively lengthy, but muddled discussion 
on how to achieve Labour]Communist unity; and (d) in a more 
minor way, in the absence of discussion on the Soviet Union. 

What requires to be added here to these conclu~ion~ is the 
further observation that the BRS is only organ~sat~onally 
distinct from the Labour Party: in every other yay, its 
terms of reference have been swallowed up within the gen
eral political struggles within the LP and.the La~our move
ment, a struggle which the BRS and the CP ~tself :ncress
ingly echo, rather than influence, as they once d~d. 
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An example clarifies the point. During the General Election 
campaign, the Daily Express, flogging a dead horse with re~ 
newed vigour, compared the Labour Party's programme to that 
of the CP. The similarities were many: calls for a 35 hour 
w:ek, more national~sation;.free collective bargaining, a 
h~ghe: level of soc~al serv~ce provision; lower defence 
spend~ng; wealth tax, and higher company taxes were common 
~o both. The point - it hardly needs spelling ~ut - was to 
~llustrate yet again the swing}drift}lurch/march}rush to 
the left in.the Labour Party. However, though it did not 
suit the Da~Zy Exp~ess to make the point even if it knew it, 
th~ real pomt o~ mte:est ~s that it was the CP programme 
wh:ch.had swung ~nto l~ne w~th leftwing social democracy. 
~h~s ~s l~rgely because, since it has gone retormist, there 
~s effect~vely nowhere else for the CP to go. ·Furthermore 
~he La~our Party programme traditionally represents the ' 
heart .of the movement, and is thus licensed to go in for 

a cert~l.n amount of (controlled) utopianism and simple 
rh:t?r~c. The two parties' programmes thus meet on a largely 
sp~r~tual plane: the crucial difference, however is that 
Labour - es~ecially its right/centre - has learn~d to op
erate and w~eld power in the real world (having a heart is 
~necessary part of the operation), while the CP is increas~ 
1.ngly content to stay in more ethereal territory. 

The programme which Labour produced for the General Election 
~as, .as has continually been stressed elsewhere, conservat.
:v: ~~ tone - where conservative means proposing no new in
~t:at~ve and being content to rely on past practice as a 
gu~de to.th: future .. I~ was, for all that, impeccably social
democrat~c ~n the Br~t~sh tradition in the policies it 
offered. 

It was also, in its way, straightforward enough. It of course 
said nothing about what Labour would actually do, given 

· t~e expected.real conditions of government over the next 
f~ve years: ~nstead, it indicated .what Labour wanted to do 
and thus what, i~ some cases, it might be reasonably expect
:d to ~t~empt, g~ven a chance. Everyone with any interest 
~n pol1.t1.cs understands this. 

But the utopianism and mere idealism which the Labour Party 
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shares (insofar as it matters: and it matters less and less) 
with the Communist Party is now manifestly no longer enough 
- simply because the Labour Party's egalitarianism can no 
longer count on its implicit and most important ally, a vig
orous private sector. Th~ paraphernalia of measures which 

I . 
are integral parts of Labour s programme cannot, taken to-
gether, create sufficiently secure conditions in which the 
country's apparently rather nervous capitalists can feel 
secure enough ·to investand innovate at the rate required to 
remain competitive within Europe, leaving aside the US and 
Japan. At _the same time, it has no general policy for work
ing class advance towards a position where it could itself 
control investment and production in its own interests. 

In this context, Labour's programme is clearly much less con~ 
sidered than that of the Conservative Party, which has a 
rightwing programme broadly helpful to capitalism (though 
not necessarily to UK investment), It is possible that, sub
ject to a variety of moves and shifts both within the econ
omy and within the Labour movement, a programme which ar- . 
gues for working class advance towards control of industry 
may emerge in the future. If it does not, the party will 
have little fresh to offer the electorate, and may remain 
in opposition for some time to come. 

The Communist Party is increasingly irrelevant to this -
and for all its intellectual ferment of recent years, does 
not . look like getting more relevant, because the terms of 
the debate about socialism are almost wholly contained 
within the Labour Party itself. The CP cannot even make a 
convincing appearance of acting as a ginger group on the 
left when leading MPs, trade unionists and even Cabinet 
ministers appear, at times, to the left of it. 

In the 1930s and during the war, Labour leftwingers took 
their politics from the Comintern via the CPGB. The left 
took . its cues from Notes of the Month, John Strachey,and 
Harry Polld.tt's orations.But that situation ceased in. the 
late 1940s. Today it is the case that the CP takes its cue 
from Tribune and the Tribune group of MPs. In the 1930s 
the Communist Party could get the ablest and most thoughtful 
of Labour leftw}ngers to speak on its platforms and support 
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its initiatives. The giants of the Labour left Nye Beva 
and Stafford Cripps, were willing to risk expuision fromnth 
Labour P~rty to .continue working openly with the CP. Today e 
the Morn~ng Star Rally plays host to pygmies - Sid Bidwell 
~n~ J~an May~ard we:e two recent guests. The most vigorous 
. e tw1ngers 1n Pa7l1ament - Eric Heifer and Dennis Skinner ~ 
ar; very much the1r own.men and stay well away from the 
CP s em~r~ce. The leftw1ng trade union general secretaries 
and ofhc1als ~£ the 1930~ and 1940s were always p-repared to 
m~ve a resol~t1~n support1ng the Soviet Union or berating 
S17 Walter C1t71ne :or his red-baiting. Party members in 

un1on leadersh1p, l1ke Arthur Horner, spoke for Connnunism. · 
Today ~ven those general secretaries who are themselves 
Commun1sts do not openly espouse Communist policies. 

Ken Gill,can reasonably assume that his speeches at the TUC 
are taken, to ~e Co~unist, even though they do not mention 
7he Party s l1ne. G1ll puts the Tribune line but his aud-
1ence ·Heduces that the Tribune .Jine is also the CP line 
because they know Gill to be a CP member The CP .t! . . • p0S1 10n 
1s thus upheld by logical deduction! Gill a Connnunist 
$pe~s like a Tribunite. But the fact of his membershi; 
of the CP makes his speech 'Communist' ! 

It ;is easy to see why the CPGB leadership should take care 
to tailend the Labour left. Above all else, the Communist 
Party must b~ seen to be acting for and with the working 
~lass. The f1rst lesson which Lenin had to teach the Brit-
1sh CP was that it could not be content with being "left
wing. communist", spouting revolution in isolation from the 
wo7k1ng clas~ •. It was by applying this lesson that the CP 
ga1ned a pos1t1on of leadership in the trade unions. 

But now the CP has no politics to attract trade · · It 1 un1on1sts. 
can ~n Y appec:r' to retain its former place by saying the 

same th1ng as T:r::z-~une: Thus it can claim that support for a 
. Labour L~ft posrJ.t1on 1s really support for the CP line, and 
by so do1ng lose no face - it hopes The Party still 
to be 1 d" h 1 . · appears 

. ea.1ng t e. eft w1ng, even if the discerning can see 
that all 1ts lead1ng takes place £rom the rear. 
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WHY ENTRYISM IS LOGICAL FOR THE CPGB 

If the cP's politics are now indistinguishable from those of 
the Labour Left, why does it continue to exist? In 1979 the 
Labour Party is a very different kettl~ of fish than it was 
under Morrison, Bevin, Attlee and Gaitskell. The firm ach
ievem~nt of governmental power and the firm knowledge of 

·being the 'natural party of power' have made a relaxation 
of internal party discipline inevitable. The Labour Left 
have been making a determined bid for party power through 
their insistence on greater internal democracy. The centre/ 
right have been virtu~lly def~nceless ~gains7 s~ch 1 t~ctics, since their own campa1gn for democrat1c soc1al1sm 1n the 
cold War against 'Stalinism' makes it very difficult for 
them to appeal to the rights and duties of leadership. 

It ,is now possible to argue for virtually any socialist pol- · 
icy imaginable inside the Labour Party, and what is more be 
assured of a respect'ftil hearing as 'another point of view'. 
It is even possible to build up an organised faction inside 
the Labour Party with the aim of taking power within it. 
The Trotskyist group, the Revolutionary Socialist League, 
have done exactly that with their Militant faction. Militant 
now boast at least one MP, the Party's National Youth Off
icer and a few seats on the National Executive Committee. 

' 

The Labour Party refused the CP affiliation - and kept it 
and its members very much at arm's length- on the grounds 
that the CP's aim, the dictatorship of the proletariat, was 
incompatible with Labour's own, and that the CP would not 
observe the LP constitution by refraining from attacking 
Labour policy. But now the CP believes in democratic soc
ialism, and the Labour Party permits the most sweeping 
criticism - even factionalising - within its ranks. So 
why should these two not get together at last? If the.prob
lem is the Labour Party's continued refusal to recogn1se 
the CP's change of heart, the CP can easily dissolve and 
re-form agai11 · inside the Labour Party after its own members 
have joined the LP as individuals. The existence of an or
ganised Trotskyist group inside the LP is evidence enough 
that such an operation would be feasible. 
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There is no political reason for the CP not to adopt the 
above course of action. The CP accepts that the Labour Party 
is the main political party of the working class. The Labour 
Party now permits the most diverse political opinions arid 
politicking in their support inside its ranks. 

ENTER EURO-COMMUNISM SAVIOUR OF THE CPGB 

In order to justify its continued existence, the CPGB has 
had recourse to a ruse. The CPGB has taken Euro~comrnunism 
to its bosom to provide a new raison d'etre. The ruse is that 
the practitioners and originators of Euro-communism in Spain 
and Italy claim nothing more for it than that it is a prag
matic tactic. The Young Turks of the CPGB have taken it to 
their hearts and pronounced it the sine qua nan of Marxism 
and revolution. They argue that the CPGB must exist because 
democratic struggle is impossible without Communists. In 
order to have true popular struggle, Communists must partic
ipate. This argument is supported by the examples of the 
PCI and PCE, and Euro-communism is confidently put forward 
as the correct revolutionary strategy for Britain. 

Euro-communism was invented by the Spanish and Italian Comm
unist Parties in order to provide themselves with somejus
tification for participating in the legitimate parliament
ary processes in their respective countries. For both parties 
the objective justification for their action has been the ' 
nee~s of the working class. In Italy the Communist Party is 
~he mass working class political party. To refuse to operate 
1n the day-to-day life of the capitalist state would be ab
stentionism (of which V. I. Lenin greatly disapproved) and 
wou~d ~eave the proletariat wide open to Catholic and hour-. 
geo1si1nfluence. In Spain, the Communist Party's acquiesc-
ence' n · · · . ~ eve~ pos1t1ve support for,a constitutional monarchy 
1s underp1nned ~y its knowledge that the Spanish working 
class have no w1sh to endure another Civil War, which would 
surely flare . f C . . up 1 ommun1sts got ser1ous about undermining 
the state ( d · s · h · an 1n pa1n t e PCE 1s strong enough and poss-
esses the underground experience to be capable of doingso). 
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The political justification which.both parties of~er for their 

h 
e of heart is that the exper1ence of the res1stance move-

c ang . · · s · 
t 

against fascism in Italy and aga1nst Franco1sm 1n pa1n 
men s · · · wh" h 

h d the working class that there were pos1t1ve ga1ns 1c 
s owe · · h · 

ld be made through democracy and that 1t 1s t erefore 1n-
cou . . f 11 . h 
cumbent on the Communist Party to part1c1pate u y 1~ t e 

t democracy such as it is, and seek to extend 1t. We 
presen , . · · h d only recall the concrete s1tuat1ons 1n eac country to 
nee . . d . d t d 

11·se that unless the CP had part1c1pate 1n an suppor e rea . . 
the present political status quo, both the democrat1c content 
of this status quo and even the continuance of the state 
would have been thr eatened. 

The Euro-communists of the CPGB can make no such claims for 
the necessity of Communist participation in British democr
acy. If the CPGB preached an abstentionist po~ition, not one 
MP would lose his seat on account of the work1ng class sta~
ing home from the polls. There might possibly be on: Scott1sh 
local councillor who would be forced to stand down 1f the 
Party gave democracy a miss, but that is all. And it is also 
true that there would be no threat to the state if the CP 
went underground and armed itself {a thing it has never con
templated doing in Britain). The state's.instruments of re
pression could deal with sue~ a threat w1thout trouble - and 
the working class would most probably applaud the law for so 
doing. The CP could chuck democracy out the window,and the 
British proletariat would not be one iota worse off or more 
likely to be duped by the bourgeoisie. 

Faced with overwhelming empirical evidence that democra~y 
can survive in the UK without the CPGB, the Euro-commun1sts 
here have had to elevate Euro-communism to a principle of 
universal applicabUity. They claim for Euro-communism 
equal importance with Leninism (something the PCI, at least, 
has been reluctant to do). What in Spain and Italy makes 
good sense as a tactic has to become a dogma here which 
must be applied in all places at all times. 

It is understandable that its British supporters have had to 
turn Euro-communism into a principle - when applied concr
etely here it is seen to be quite irrelevant and ~ts.supp
orters become mildly ridiculous. At least as a pr1nc1ple -
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'Communists must part1c1pate in democracy and take it ser
iously' - it sounds impressive. 

There is another advantage to Euro-communism, the abstract 
principle: you can turn it on its head and use it ass-ways 
round without anyone noticing if you are lucky. The British 
Euro-communists argue: 'If Communists do not participate in 
democracy then who can take democracy seriously?' This allows 
them to insist on their inclusion in all sorts of ad-hoa 
agi~ational bodies - not by virtue of their political merit 
or 1nfluence, but merely to satisfy democratic Euro
communist convention. 

~oth of these p:rmutations on a theme have been used by Brit-
1Sh Euro-commun1sts to good advantage. Permutation I ('Comm
u~ists must participate in democratic struggle') is used to 
w1n~l7 out.the old Stalinists who may still hold leadership 
pos1t1ons 1n the Party, and whom the Young Turks wish to re
place. P7rmu~ation II ('Democratic struggle is not truly 
democrat1c W1thout Communists') is used to prove that the 
Labour Party and trade unions are insufficient vehicles for 
the exercise .of real democracy. · 

~t i~ ~ery.neat. In this one dogma is contained a perfect 
JUS~1f1cat1on for the CPGB's continued existence. On the 
bas1s of Euro-communism it would even seem that the needs of 
t?e working class demand the CP 1 s continued existence. Be
S1de the gli~ter of this dogma the facts of the Labour Party 
and trade un1ons rather pale into insignificance. 

Permutation II can be and is stretched to mean that if the 
CP does.no~ participate and is not accorded its rightful 
place w1~h1n any movement, then that movement is not really 
democrat1c. Such a device is highly serviceable in that it 
allows Communist Party members to claim greater importance 
for ~hemselves not, apparently, from self-interested motives 
but 1n support of the proven democratic principles of Euro
communism. 

It need hardly be said that Euro-communism has not exactly 
be7n p:oclaimed.from the shopfloor by the CPGB. Its applic
a~1on 1s ~ot be1ng taken seriously as far as the working class 
s1de of e1ther the CP or the Labour movement is concerned. 

• 
I 
I 

l 

Euro-communism's practical use to the Communist Party is 
confined to the semblance of life that it imparts. And it 
must be admitted that the discovery of a new principle of 
class struggle should indeed give great cause for enthus
iasm and hope. Furthermore, the mass life of the CPs on the 
continent can act, via Euro-communism, as a substitute for 
the mass life which the Party lacks here. A voyeurist mass 
base is better than no mass base at all. While in the 
1930s the Soviet Union provided a source of inspiration for 
Communists in Britain, it is hoped that France, Italy and 
Spain can now do the same. 

Leftwing intellectuals may well feel excited by the politics 
of Euro-communism in France, Spain and Italy. In these coun
tries intellectuals are far more important in politics than 
in Britain. It must be inspiring to watch one's fellows 
occupying much of the centre of the political stage. But, 
the greater importance of intellectuals there is no sign of 
a greater development of socialist merit. It is no more 
than a reflection of a historical difference dating back 
several centuries. 

As far as the working class are concerned, conditions in 
France, Italy and Spain can bring no inspiration as the 
proletariat there are evidently worse off as regards social , 
economic and political power. The Soviet Union in the 1930s 
provided inspiration to British workers, both Labour and 
Communist. It had conquered unemployment; its Five Year Plans 
were using labour to build much-needed industry and above 
all it was showing the bourgeoisie that a workers' state was 
a practical proposition. There is no comparable source of 
succour in Italy, Spain or France. 

THE CPGB CONTINUES FOR NON-POLITICAL REASONS 

We have been able to find no legitimate political reason for 
the CPGB's continued existence given its present political 
aims. Its substantive politics pl ace it inside the Labour 
left, whilst Euro-communism is no more than a ruse. How then 
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t he Party's recent relative vigour be accounted for? 
can . h 1" . 1 Why has the CPGB not simply faded away 1nto t e po 1t1ca 
woodwork to become, like the SPGB, a relic of a bygone 
age? 

It is to the New Intake of the 1970s that we must look for 
an answer. For if the Party had not gained these new members 
atrophy would indeed have been its fate. Its old members 
would have subsisted without complaint on the memories of 
past glory and a continuing faith in the Soviet Union, and 
hope to live long enough to fight another day when that day 
should come. 

Communists under 35 did not join to nurture the past nor to 
venerate the Soviet Union. We have already noted that the 
vast majority of the New Intake are students and ex-students. 
It has never been uncommon for a few, exceptional individ
uals to ~desert their class and take up the working class 
cause for reasons of conscience. Marx and. Engels after all 
are only the first of a long line from which Lenin also 
springs. When, however, the numbers of students and ex
students joining a working class party grow to such propor
tions that they are no longer exceptional but typical members 
of that Party, something more than conscience must be in
volved. The dedication and high spirit necessary to act 
out of conscience are not found in such profusion. 

The dominant feature of British social and cultural life 
since 1945 has been the demise of the middle class and middle 
class values. This feature has been ruefully observed and 
chronicled by rightwing intellectuals, but not much remark
ed on by those of the left. However, the demise of bourgeois 
culture has not led to a vacuum, the life and vicissitudes 
of the working class have been portrayed with increasing 
accuracy and richness by our institutions of culture. 

It was only to be expected that some of the middle class 
students in the late 1960s should react to their own class's 
evident loss of substance by switching allegiance. For such 
adolescents, joining the CP had two functions: 1) it 
shielded the member against the insecurity he felt as part 
of the bourgeoisie by placing him firmly on the side of the 
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working class, and 2) it allowed him/her to carry on being 
an intellectual in good conscience. (It is interesting to 
note that intellectuals have not always been able to have a 
good conscience in the CP. In the old days, the intellectuals 
deferred to the working class members. Intellectuals had 
their uses, and were used -mainly to impress other intell
ectuals, and to lend respectabUity to united front organis
ations. But they did not lead or aspire to lead, nor did they 
feel that their problems should occupy a central place in 
the Party's work. A glance at the composition of the Exec
utive and Politburo in the 1930s is instructive in this 
connection - Emile Burns and R. Palme Dutt were the only 
two intellectuals out of a body of twenty or thirty that we 
can recall.) 

The comfort that membership of the Communist Party brought 
was equally important for students from the proletariat. 
The disorientation of the college environment - the attract
ion of the intellectual layabout existence, coupled with 
doubts felt at leaving the working class - made the Comm
unist Party seem a rock in the storm. The numbers of working 
class students attending universities and polys has contin
ued to increase. For most of them the decision to 'go on' 
was not the result of reflection and commitment, but rather 
a reflex - it was what one did and was encouraged to do by 
teachers, if one showed the requisite 'intelligence'. It 
would be extraordinary if an adolescent being removed for 
the first time from a working class environment were not 
disorientated by higher education. Membership of the Comm. 
unist Party provided a way of remaining faithful to the 
working class life left behind as well as a way of relat
ing to the new groves of academe. The university could be 
rejected and yet lived within, through Communist Party 
membership. 

COMMUNIST INTELLECTUALS 

In desiring to maintain a separate existence as a caste, 
the New Intake intellectuals have departed from previous 
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· · h · tellectual tradition. In Britain, 'intellectuals' Br1t1s 1n ·· , 
ld be accurately described as people who spend more 

COU • • d h" f k 1 d I · · reflective th1nk1ng an searc 1ng or now e ge , 
t1me 1n. . . · d h '1 · b t who apart from this pecul1ar1ty, rema1ne app1 y 1nt-
e~rated,into whatever part of soc~ety they had been born in 
or risen to. (This is,of course, 1n marked contras7 to the 

ntinent where intellectuals have been a caste s1nce the eo , . . 
first growth of the secular monarch1cal state. Pre-dat1ng 
the emergence of the bourgeoisie in Europe, intellectuals 
never fully integrated with it. The continued strength of 
the state machine and the relative weakness of civil society 
reinforced the intelligentsia's exclusiveness and sense of 
separation.) The early and very full development of rural 
and manufacturing capitalism in England had produced a 
population whose interest in the products of though: and 
knowledge was intense. Because they were part of th1s soc
iety, it was natural for intellectuals to address themselves 
to it and expect to be understood. 

The left intellectuals' desire to retreat from society to 
an enclave can only be considered retrograde. To adopt a 
terminology and world view which differs radically from the 
normal mode of communication can only be a sign that the 
users of these new modes do not wish to be understood by 
normal people. It does not matter whether Gramscian, 
Poulantzassian, Althusserian or Hirstian is used, the effect 
on a thinking population is the same - utter incomprehens
ion. There is no reason but fashion for intellectuals to 
adopt an exclusive, secret language. Adam Smith, Macaulay, 
David Hume, John Locke, Hobbes - to mention only a few -
found the vernacular an adequate vehicle. 

The fashion among leftwing intellectuals for secret lang
uages must spring from a need to separate themselves from 
society. Such separation is indeed 'functional' for intell
ectuals who have nothing of substance to say. The foreign 
terminology effectively disguises the lack of content and 
lends an appearance of great import. 

But leftwing intellectuals, unlike most social scientists, 
should have a great deal which they could say to the working 
class if they cared to. 
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It is also true that exclusive modes of discourse come nat
urally to a coterie of thinkers who feel themselves alien
ated from the rest of society. But why should leftwing int
ellectuals want to separate themselves in this way from the 
r .est of us? The reasons for the desire to retreat into excl
usiveness cannot be positive. Whilst it is true that the 
creation of monasteries in the Dark Ages by the Church was 
necessary to save Greco-Christian culture, can we really 
compare Britain in 1979 with Europe after the sack of Rome? 

It is true that the revolutionary impulses which Communist 
Party membership assumesare not common among the working 
class at present. And it makes sense that a revolutionary 
party may indeed have recourse to exclusive, sectarian modes 
to protect and succour their own feelings. But such behav
iour does not mean that the revolutionary sect refuse to 
communicate with the rest _of society. On the contrary, 
such sectarian behaviour assumes a constant communication 
in order to find and draw out the others in society who 
have similar revolutionary impulses. To be unable to speak 
to society means impotence to a real revolutionary sect. 

It is indeed a strange phenomenon, this New Intake. The 
inclination toward revolution implanted in the 1960s must 
have bitten deep, or else such students would have been 
contented Guardian readers living in Sunday supplement bliss 
long ago. No, the commitment to revolution is still alive 
in their breasts and has impelled them into the CPGB. At 
least in the CPGB, the soul feels the desire for change, 
and its sense of alienation from the present is succoured. 
And yet, and yet .•. when it comes to actually trying to 
act politically, there is paralysis. In order to disguise 
the crucial absence - the lack of a desire to accomplish 
anything -the secret language and .caste-like existence is 
necessary. There is definitely a feeling for the working 
class, but it is not deep or intense enough to shake off 
the lethargy of intellectuals who, being unused to action, 
feel some fear and distaste for practice. Besides, an end
less round of meetings with one's intellectual comrades, 
and magazines in the secret code, give the illusion of 
practice well enough. 
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The above description of the non-political reasons students 
and intellectuals have for joining the CP is not presented 
because the writers have a commitment to psychology or soc
iology, but in order to analyse the present state of the 
CPGB. Once it is clear that the CPGB is not fulfilling a 
political function - either for British society or for its 
members - it is necessary to establish exactly what function 
the CPGB does have. From the above description it is nec
essary to conclude that the New Intake's commitment to 
the CPGB is primarily spiritual. The spiritual unease felt 
by middle class students at their way of life withering 
away is resolved by CP membership, as is the spiritual con
flict caused by a working class adolescent's translation 
to university. 

THERE IS NO OBSTACLE TO POLITICS 

Now it is certainly true that if the younger members of 
the CPGB had definite political aims which they wished to 
see fulfilled, the CPGB could provide an instrument of sorts 
for this purpose. One has only to look at the actual quan
tity of concrete achievements notched up in the past by 
CP members despite prejudice against Communists in society 
in general and the working class to see that this is so. 
Those individual communists who had powers of reflection 
and determination did look round them and see what the 
working class needed to gain the upper hand in the class 
struggle. These individuals acted on their observations, 
and King Street was as powerless to stop them as it had 
been to start them. These individuals used the services and 
resources of the Communist Party to further their work. 
They became shop stewards, local councillors, or merely 
'militants'. 

Though the CP at present lacks the political will to act, 
it still retains most of the reflexes of its active past. 
It retains enough of a Leninist commitment to the primacy 
of practical struggle to ensure that if the young CP intell
ectuals wanted to do something, King Street would be drawn 
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into helping them to do it. If these Young Turks were co~ 
itted to leading the working class, and showed signs of the 
practical ability to do so, King Street would fall m behind 
them out of its reflex for supporting practical struggle. 

But CP membership for the New Intake fulfils a spiritual 
not a political function. Being in the Party allows thes~ 
young int~llectuals to live out their lives without mental 
anguish or self-doubt. This is certainly a practical, some 
might even say positive, function. It is a function which 
preserves the status quo. 

We can now understand why these intellectuals have been 
attending serious and solemn revolutionary conferences for 
over ten years without any practical results. Such colloquia 
are no t intended to achieve results. They provide the 
necessary recharging of spiritual batteries. If a sub
culture which declares itself to be absolutely at odds 
with the rest of society is to survive, it has to periodic
ally reassert its differences and feel them down to their 
very depths. This is particularly true when the members of 
this sub-culture behave, for all that one can see, just 
like any other well-adjusted bourgeois intellectuals. One 
feels that unless the subjective conviction of difference 
is not fervently asserted at intervals, it might disappear. 

The Communist University, the frequent conferences etc., 
are all vital to the New Intake's vitality. Such gatherings 
enable the troublous posi~ion of the individual intellect
ual in this atomised capitalist society to be minutely, 
richly and subtly contemplated. Out of this dense foliage 
comes the sense of timelessness so typical of any effective 
spiritual balm. Such contemplation of the complexities of 
capitalist society will continue until the end of time. 
At every turn there is some detail, some facet of capital
ist civilisation and the individual's problematic to be 
investigated and appreciated. 

For those of the young intellectuals who hold down pract
ical jobs - like social workers and teachers - such confer
ences provide a chance to re-commune with their headier, 
less practical past, when as students they had nothing 
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better to do than contemplate capitalism with great anger. 
It is also true to say that having felt for three hours or 
a weekend all the indignation and righteousness of the 'rev
olutionary intellectual', it is possible to go back and do 
an ordinary middle class job with good conscience. 

Now such communings would be harmless and could be put in 
their proper place as part of the panorama of pluralist cul
ture, but for one fact. There is an objective need in Britain 
today for practical communism: i.e., for people to provide 
a lead for the working class to displace the bourgeoisie. 

THE CHANCE FOR COMMUNIST POLITICS 

One fact of life .is obvious, inescapable and puzzling to 
me~bers of the working class: the loss of bourgeois author- · 
ity and power. In car factories, in pits, in offices, this 
fact is evident and has been evident for some considerable 
time. At present, most trade union officials are trying to 
avoid the consequences of this fact. When the bourgeoisie 
had some power and authority to attack, there was some 
point to trade unions demanding more wages and control from 
the bourgeoisie because there was something to be gained. 
Attacking the bourgeoisie was a practical proposition with 
tangible results. At present, trade union practice precip
itates domestic economic crises and closes down plants 
when it is -successful. Most trade union officials try to 
avoid admitting this because to do so would mean admitting 
the need for new means of increasing working class power 
and living standards. 

Members of the working class who are objective and refl
ective can clearly see the limits of the present practice. 
They are open to suggesion as to other ways in whicp the 
class can achieve its ai~s of security and greater prosper
ity. They will listen to practical propositions. The matter 
of working class authority replacing bourgeois authority is 
very much on the agenda in Britain. The vacuum being left 
by the bourgeoisie's decline is not being filled. The re- . 
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sult is that British society lacks the motor f f . orce o a 
class to propel 1t forward. Economic social and 1' · 

1 
· . . . · ' po 1t1cal 

evo.u~1on 1n Br1ta1n have made the replacement of the bour-
geo1s1e no dream, but a real necessity. 

THE PECULIARITIES OF COMMUNIST POLITICS IN BRITAIN 

The ·one germ of truth which the CPGB of the late 1940s 
grasped was that neither the state apparatus nor Parliament 
presented a problem here to the working class. For about 
a hundred years the working class had been learning how to 
make the state apparatus and Parliament do its bidding. The 
resistance of bo~h.organ~ was neutralised by the working 
class when a def1n1te obJect of struggle was in view. 

Wha~ is at prese~t required is that at the point of prod
uct1on, the work1~g class replace the bourgeoisie. It is 
here that bourgeo1s failure has the most serious consequen
:e~ ~o~ the working class, and here that the greatest poss-
1b1l1t1es for working class advance exist. 

That ~hese reflections are obvious and commonplace to re
flect1ve workers :an be seen from the Bullock Report. Jack 
Jones was respons1ble for the Bullock Report. He was an 
~nusual.trade union leader in that he had retained and nour-
1sh:d h1s o~ thoughtfulness. But his thoughts were not a-

_typ1cal of h1s class, though better developed. 

Jack Jones had a good idea. Because he was General Secretary 
of the TGWU, his idea became the Bullock Report. It was not 
acted upon because . the political forces necessary to 
keep the Report on the agenda did not exist. 

The Labour Party is not capable of leading any political 
stru~gle except that which occurs around elections and 
Pa~l1~ent. In the past, class struggle was led by trade 
~n1~n1sts, who developed their political ideas through soc-
1al1st organisations such as the SDF, ILP or CPGB. There is 
good reason why this division of labour between class struggle 
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and the business of governing should have grown up. A polit
ical party seriously aspiring to win elect~ons and gov:rn 
must devote most of its time, energy and thought to do~ng 
exactly those things. Fighti~g the class strugg~e and ha~-. 
ing wider political perspect~ves than votecatching and a m~n
istration would quickly undermine the Labour Par~y. These 
very different things must occur completely outs~de the . 
Labour Party's orbit, or they will not occur at all. Ins~de 
the LP, impulses to class struggle are inevitably sucked 
into electioneering or parliamentary manoeuvre lest they ' .. endanger the Labour Party s pos~t~on. 

This is not of course, to say that the Labour Party should 
be fought a~ainst because it electioneers or is interested 
in government. The working class clearly needs a p~r7y 
which can do these things • . The benefits for the Br~t~sh 
working class of having the L~bour Party are self-evident. 
lt was precisely the leaders of class struggle, the t:ade 
unions who recognised the need for a Labour Party wh~ch , . h 
could win elections and govern. Equally, ~t was. t ese same 
leaders in the 1930s who steered the Labour Party back 
onto course when it had become too preoccupie~ with gov
erning and too little aware of its responsibilities to the 
working class. 

A working class political organisation outside the Lab~ur 
Party, but not hostile to it on principle and clearly ~n
different to elections and governing, could provide an in
strument for working class politics appropriate to the 
shopfloor and taking the boardroom. Indeed, it is not until 
such an independent group exists, which the working class 
can use to develop its ideas, that workerst control can 
make any real headway. At present all impulses towards 
advance are neutralised by conservative championing of coll
ective bargaining or 1wellroeaningt left Labour MPs desiring 
help in pushing through a new Labour Party programme for 
socialism. 

The Young Turks of the Communist Party could use the CP 
to provide one such independent group, After all, they 
have nothing to lose. Unlike the youthful careerists in the 
Labour Party, they have no commitment to reforroism or grad-
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ualism. The Communist Party, for all its decrepitude, still 
has some remnants of its former vanguard position in the 
trade unions and on the shopfloor. In certain pockets of 
industry, its reputation for leadership is even still de
served. Certainly the Party contains enough working class 
members to make a real impression on the trade unions, if 
it only had something relevant to say. 

The not inconsiderable social uncertainty, and· the not on
serious bourgeois and bureaucratic (trade union bureaucrats') 
opposition which a fight for the adoption of the Bullock Re
port would involve are a Communists bread and butter, are 
they not? The first problem - getting a large enough part 
of the Labour movement to make Bullock the prime object of 
class struggle - certainly will bring argument and con
frontation with conservative and leftwing trade unionists. 
But is that not what Communists do - lead the working class 
by outflanking tfi.e existing leadership, whose own views of 
the class struggle are partial and inadequate to realise 
the possibilities inherent in the present situation? 

BUT THE NEW INTAKE ARE NOT INTERESTED 

But the-New Intake have never been further from the prac
tical outposts of working class power. They do not attempt 
to go where the action is. They prefer to be away from it, 
contemplating revolution. If Euro-communism teaches that 
a democratic revolution is impossible without the CPGB, 
then nothing can happen without them after all. 

There can be no question of workers not listening to int~ 
ellectuals who have anything practical to say. The British 
trade union movement has always provided a captive audience 
for bourgeois experts who had facts and theories about how 
to better tne classts lot. Stuart Holland and Tony Benn, 
for all their arrogance and public school moralising; are 
listened to avidly because they take great care to create 
the_ illusion that they have a plan for getting ~s out of 
our economic difficulties. The yawning chasm wh~ch the 
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young Communist Party intellectuals believe to exist between 
themselves and the proletariat certainly does exist at 
the social and cultural level. This existential gap, how
ever, in no way precludes united political action, as far 
as the working class is concerned. The problem lies with the 
intellectuais. Students and ex-students feel the difference 
in their own and a worker's perception of life to be so 
great that communication is impossible: whole new sets of 
vocabularies are invented to make this difference more con
crete. Furthermore, the intellectuals are not interested in 
reflecting about the practical problems facing the working 
class. They find their own middle class intellectual probl
ems far more interesting. Not only do the New Intake feel 
unable to speak to workers as one man to another, they also 
have nothing of value to say. 

It would be unfair to say that the New Intake are oblivious, 
or even indifferent, to the working class and its viciss
itudes. They would not be Communists otherwise, The columns 
of Marxism Today, under Young Turk editorship, and the 
classes of the Communist Universities give ample space to 
trade unions, wages, etc. But the Communist Party intell
ectuals are only willing to discuss the working class on 
their terms - that is, as an "other". This means that 
the discussion will go no further than Marxism Today or 
the classroom - it is of academic interest only. 

Some of the ex-students are undoubtedly concerned with the 
Party's falling working class membership. These intellect
uals know perfectly well that a GP without workers is in 
poor shape. But this knowledge will be quite useless unless 
they can give up thei"r own feelings of separateness and 
behave as if workers' problems had amore than hypothetical 
existence. The closest a "Euro-communist" intellectual comes 
to the working class these days is to become a trade union 
functionary - in which post his behaviour is hard to dis
tinguish from his "Hard line" Communist Party predecessors. 
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THE FUTURE OF THE CPGB 

Without the influx of new, young blood in the 
1970s, the ~PGB would very probably have faded away into the 
woodwork. K~ng Street had the acumen to sense this and 
grasped the lifeline thrown by young intellectuals'and E _ . . . uro 
commun~sm. If noth~ng else, King Street has staying power. 
It espoused Gramsci and feminism to attract new blood -
it had to settle for students because noone else was coming. 
The most recent version of the British Road to Socialism 
reflected King Streetts eye for trendy politics. In order 
to attract young intellectuals, their thinking and problems 
had to be catered for. 

There are signs, however, that King Street may be having 
second thoughts. The old hard centre has been far too as
tute to allow .the new blood any access to the decision
making process. Despite the .presence of Euro-communists on 
the Executive and Political Committee, it is still the old 
guard who call the tune: even though they may take care to 
nurture in the Euro-communists the feeling that a "more 
open style of leadership" has been adopted. This is done 
by throwing a few crumbs to the Euro-communists here and 
there. 

K • t 
~ng Street s stranglehold on the Party has not been contin-

ued · because Gordon McLennan is a secret enemy of Euro.;;: 
communism. No. King Street functionaries have too little 
politics in their bones to be for or against any political . 
position for political reasons. Rather, King Street has 
taken care to keep its monopoly of power in the Party free 
from any political taint except the vague whiff of incense 

· when "the good old days" and all that went with them (like 
Harry Pollitt) are invoked. The young intellectuals have 
been too keen to make their ideas prevail in the GP to be 
trusted. 

Such reticence from the Old Guard would seem to be paying 
off now. The tide of Euro-communism is ebbing in the British 
CP. Its erstwhile cadres are a little demoralised at their 
apparent failure to transform the CPGB: (Strangely enough, 
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the New Intake seem surprised by their performance. It is 
strange because all along they have refused to go for the 
jugular vein -King Street itself. It was only by smashing 
the Party machine altogether that the young blood could 
have had any hope of getting Euro-communism seriously adopt
ed. Instead, the New Intake has shown a curious lack of 
fighting spirit - preferring to sneer, manoeuvre and intr
igue. An all-out frontal assault on King Street would have 
had the great merit, even if it had failed, of forcing 
politics onto the Party. Its mere occurrence would have so 
shaken the CP the the ripples would have carried on for 
long afterwards. Such ripples undermine a bankrupt leader
ship by providing fuel for inchoate discontent. They way 
in which the Euro-communists handle the Minority Report on 
Inner Party DemoaPaay will be significant. A refusal to 
have a good fight on this question is to be expected from 
them.) 

It is highly unlikely that King Street will completely 
squash Euro-communism or the young bloods in the way in 
which it crushed Titoism or Trotskyists in the old days. 
There is now no orthodoxy to uphold. No. All King Street 
wants to be c~rtain of is that these new comrades do not 
get too big for their boots. So King Street can dispense 
favour to the Euro-communists one day, and to the Brezh
nevites the next, keeping them all dangling on a string. 
Such calculation from King Street is, after all, simple 
prudence. Euro-communism has brought no workers into the. 
Party. A base in the trade unions remains the minimum nec
essary for the Party's self-respect. If the Party can have 
Euro-communist students and "hardline", "economist" work
ers too, it can limp along for another year or two yet. 
And King Street's dreams do not go any further than such 
modest goals these days. 

An additional reason for King Street's prudence is that 
the CPGB is no longer attracting large numbers of under
graduates. The ideological force of the late 1960s has 
spent itself; Marxism and revolution are no longer vitally 
attractive new ideas, but rather a well-worn fashion which 
lecturers are quite likely to teach as academic orthodoxy. 
Thinking, rather more serious students are still attracted 
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to the left - b~t such schola~s are comparatively few , 
and cannot prov1de the CPGB w1th enough new .blood to count
eract the continuing loss of working class members. 

It is to be hoped that enough of the idealism of the late 
1960s still permeates the New Intake that they are profound
ly shocked by such a sordid end to their high hopes for 
the Communist Party. At least, i~ the Euro-communists had 
to be dragged kicking and screaming from Party 'congresses 
and Aggregates, the atmosphere of unrest might embolden 
a few workers into speaking their minos. 

For it is a profound illusion to think that all Party
members over thirty-five like salaaming to King Street. 
Some of them do. But many of them have never stopped think
ing for themselves. Because the structure and ethos of the 
CPGB did not cater for individual thought, their ruminat
ions were always irrelevant; and so, these working class 
thinkers saw no point in uttering what they nevertheless 
could not stop themselves from doing, even though they knew 
it had no point, 

If this thought could be coaxed into the -open, it would 
provide enough inspiration to fertilise a giant step for- . 
ward in the Communist Party and the working class movement. 
But the habits of years are difficult to break. An intell
ectual pours forth his most superficial impression in the 
confident belief that his most intimate nail-parings must 
be fascinating. It is part of the lifestyle to intellect
ualise about everything with fluency and wit. But a worker 
thinks to satisfy his own curiosity and as an aid to his 
survival. Since it is early learned that too public a dis
play of thought can lead to trouble - in the family, school 
or work - it is prudent to confine the social practice of, 
thought (and discussion} to good friends or comrades in 
trade union struggle, A worker joining the CPGB never lost 
this tendency to prudence, and a certain canniness towards 
his own reflections, Party membership, if anything, 
reinforced it. 

If the Euro-communists of the CPGB take the struggle for 
democracy seriously they will make every attempt to bust 
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King Street wide open. They have a better chance than most 
to do this, for King Street has allowed them further into 
the corridors of power than most. The Euro-communists are 
just numerous and important enough for King Street to have 
a difficult time shutting them up if they decide to speak 
their minds. By breaking King Street, the Euro-communists 
might destroy the Communist Party. (In their hearts the more 
timid of these "deuocrats" undoubtedly fear such an out
come, so great is their belief in the power of the centre.) 
But there also might be enough material for the production 
of Communist politics in the brains of the old "hardline" 
members to steer the party onto a new course. If the Euro
Communists put their minds to it, they could probably come 
up with practical politics relevant to the working class 
in Britain (though they might have to give up Euro
communism in the process). 

When the choice is between daring to try and sinking into 
insignificance under the old guard's thumb, is it not 
better to try? Unfortunately it is all too likely that 
the New Intake will sit back and let its political oppor
tunity pass. If membership of the Party is undertaken for 
unpolitical reasons, then such considerations as lost 
political opportunities are not important. As long as 
King Street takes care to preserve the dual illusions of 
a proletarian centre and an open leadership, spiritual 
balm can still be gained from Party membership with only 
a moderate amount of self-deception. 

N. FISHMAN 

J, LLOYD 
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